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CONTENTS: The title of the third article

is " Langlands's construction of the

Taniyama group".

General Introduction: The authors

considered it so well-known tha.t

Grothendieck was the originator of the

theory of motives and the theory of

Tannakian categories that they neglected

to mention it; perhaps they should have.

P82: motivic Galois group

p154: This is not quite so transparent as
the"and so" suggests.

p218: O..... OX ..... O........

p27u: ... and remain true, if ...

p282: Hi(X)(d)

p423: from

p4212: The complex conjugate ji(XJ of

Jl{A) satisfies ji(XJ·vpq = X-q·vpq.

p439: It is more natural to let II act as II.

p456: complex conjugation on H (T( C) cor

responds to (To(complex conjugation) on

H(C).

p.569: and an

p619: to t/J =TrE/Q(fcp).

p752: There is no need to refer to Borel

Springer for the proof, since it is given in

the remainder of the paragraph.

pS03: When all ai = 0, the dimension of

HD(V,C)a is 1 only if n is even; otherwise

it is zero.

pS56: Replace ~+1 with ~+2.
pS5s: Replace pn with pn+l.

p893: Eai :: 0 (mod d).

p981S: Springer.

pl016: Replace 149 with 147.

p1043: (X,Y) ..... X~Y.

pl191: (.Q,e)
p1249: indeterminate

p1477: form

p14810: representable

p1547: if and only if

p1575: Aut
8 (w)

lea-1
p1684: ----+

p1984: H2r-S(X)

p19910: ide *.
p216s: [2.0.10]

p218s: Kuga-Satake

p23111: For any L Galois over Q,
p2327: ,\(£(1) + ,\(0')

p2329: AL
C AF where F = LnQcm

p23211: AL ::> AF

p2321: The diagram should be:

FX/FlJ =... SF /hw(QX)

i i
1 .. Ker ..... F I -+ SF .. 1

ihw

1 .. Ker ..... F0 DQlm QI .. 1

p2591: Delete the second b from the first

diagram.

p26414: z-pz-q

p2712: IS·

p2864: 4JO( r,p' ,p)oc/>~,p = 4>~,p'.

p3311: Delete "Shimura Varieties V.7"

p3434: being in Gad(R)....

p38114: disco{Hd)




